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UNDERSTANDING
YOURSELF =

UNDERSTANDING
THE CLIENT



POSTURE

Standing straight with
shoulders squared and

head held high
communicate self-
confidence and

confidence of the
situation!

PROXIMITY

Be aware of your
surroundings and how your

energy comes off to a client. 
 

Avoid positioning yourself
too closely, which comes

across as pushy or
threatening.

FACIAL EXPRESSION

Smiling and having proper
eye contact are part of
conveying confidence!

 
Pay attention to what your

facial expressions are saying
+ avoid negative facial

expressions.

ELEMENTS OF
NONVERBAL

COMMUNICATION



APPROPRIATE
VOCABULARY

Avoid slang or jargon;
Recognize and avoid
common grammar

mistakes; Use words that
create a clear mental

picture.

RATE, FORCE + TEMPO

Vary the rate you speak to
maintain attention; Speak
slowly or repeat yourself to
a client when explaining a

difficult concept; Speak loud
enough to be heard easily;

Use Inflection and vary your
tone when speaking.

CLARITY

Use proper enunciation
(pronouncing words

correctly); Avoid using words
such as "um" or "like". Be
prepared to speak always

and avoid muffling. Be
specific with your word

choices.

ELEMENTS OF
VERBAL

COMMUNICATION



CONSISTENTLY SEEK OUT
SELF-IMPROVEMENT AND
PROFESSIONAL ETHICS.
ONLY YOU CAN ENSURE
CONSISTENCY IN YOUR

CAREER FOR LONG-TERM
SUCCESS!



ELEMENTS OF
GOOD
LISTENING
HABITS

FOCUS ATTENTION
Be aware and Informed of what Is
going on around you; Have an
aerial view of your facility and what
Is going on In each room and how It
affects the moment; Maintain open
listening; Avoid judgement.

RESPOND + REPEAT
Reply to your client to confirm you
are listening; Remain silent and nod
slowly (not fast) to ensure they know
you are actively listening; Restate
what you heard to verify the
message; Listen for details. 

PARAPHRASE + QUESTION
Translate what you understood Into
your own words and say It out loud;
Summarize the meaning of what was
communicated; Ask open-ended
questions to gain additional
Information; Ask closed-ended
questions to verify that you have
understood accurately. 



FLEXING STRATEGIES

FLEXING
Means adjusting your
behavior to ensure that your
messages are being
understood and adapting
your approach as needed.

THE BEST SPEAKERS
Realize that communication
Is a two-way street and can
"flex" during a conversation. 

Tune Into how others are most
comfortable Interacting
Find things In common with
others
Showing concern and
compassion
Use questions to show Interest
and Increase your understanding
Give the client your full
understanding and attention
when they are talking
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WHAT TO
AVOID WITH
CLIENTS

Avoid dramatic
conversations
Involving the
behavior of others or
workmanship of
other staff or
competitors.

Avoid talking about
personal problems,
Information shared
with you In
confidence, and
discussions of
religion or politics.



CONVERSATIONAL

CONNECTIONS WITH YOUR CLIENTS GENERAL + WORK TOPICS
How are you loving this weather we are having?
Did you run Into much traffic on the way In? How
was parking? 
Have you tried the new restaurant close by, ___?
Did you see the game last night?
What kind of work do you do? 
I'm not familiar with that type of work, I'm sure It's
rewarding! Can you tell me all about It?
What Is new In your Industry/line of work? 

PERSONAL TOPICS
What's new with you?
How are your kids doing? What are they Into these
days?
What have you done for you lately? What hobbies
are you Into?
Do you have any special plans this weekend?
What's new with your family? How are your animals
doing?

SPA TOPICS
What type of makeup do you use?
How much time do you spend on your skincare
routine?
Are you Interested In ingredient knowledge? I would
LOVE to help you learn!
What hasn't worked for you before In skincare -
products or services?
What are your goals today and how can I help you?



BY WORKING ON YOUR
COMMUNICATION SKILLS

CONSISTENTLY, IT IS
SECOND NATURE TO
UPSELL + TURN YOUR

EXISTING CLIENT INTO A
CLIENT FOR LIFE!



UPSELLING TO
EXISTING CLIENTS
YOU HAVE A MICRODERMABRASION CLIENT + YOU WANT TO
TURN THEM INTO A CHEMICAL PEELS CLIENT
Script: "Client", you were telling me In your consultation that you were Interested
In getting rid of your sun damage! Let's actually discuss the layers of the skin
and let me SHOW YOU ON PAPER where melanosomes are actually located! I
will then create a list of treatments and modalities that treat melanosomes and
reduce hyperpigmentation. Peels are one of those treatments. May I gift you a
free hand peel today during our Microdermabrasion session to show you how
peels work? Let me grab a glycolic peel and a Jessner peel, applying one to
each hand, and educate you on the difference. We can add this to your next
treatment In 2-3 weeks! I will additionally email you a complete Client Care Plan
this evening with my recommendations. I know you mentioned that you booked
a Microdermabrasion today because you heard It was a great treatment, which
Is absolutely true! However, I want to give you more education on a treatment
plan with different modalities and specific Intervals to give you the best results
possible! I look forward to being your Esthetician for life!



UPSELLING TO
EXISTING CLIENTS
YOU HAVE A WAXING CLIENT + YOU WANT TO TURN THEM
INTO A LASER HAIR REMOVAL CLIENT
Script: "Client", you were telling me about the dark hair on your upper lip and
chin. I can absolutely wax this for you, but would LOVE to educate you on
hormone conditions that can cause something known as HIRSUTISM, which Is
hormonal hair growth. Waxing can actually cause this sort of hair growth to
come back thicker and In more follicles - meaning, MORE hair. I would love to
see you try our laser hair removal treatments for complete hair reduction In
that area. You will actually see a 20% reduction at each treatment and
ultimately, get rid of the hair In that area. This is a much better way to spend
your dollars with us! What date can we book this for you? I additionally want to
educate you on laser hair removal of the brazilian/bikini area! You happen to
suffer from folliculitis and Ingrown hairs In that area. Laser hair removal will
actually reduce the hair growth In this area very quickly - and ultimately, get rid
of the hair In that area permanently! I would love to do a free test spot on your
arm to show you how little the treatment hurts and how beneficial It would be
to you. Let's actually jump Into this at the end of your treatment today!



INTEGRITY

Say "NO" In tactful ways
with a smile on your face; Be
clear In your expectations of
your services and what you

can realistically offer;
Apologize when making

mistakes or causing
misunderstanding

COMMITMENT

Display a professional
appearance at all times;
Communicate effectively

and promptly; Show up 30-
60 minutes prior to every

first appointment of the day;
Keep a clean + consistent

environment; Represent your
profession well

RESPECT

Offer praise and
compliments generously;
Write or email thank you

notes promptly + send Care
Plans within 12-24 hours of

treatment; Follow up
appropriately; Avoid

stereotyping; Listen Intently

INTERACTING WITH
CLIENTS



HANDLING AN
UPSET CLIENT
YOUR CLIENT HAS BEEN WAITING TOO LONG TO BE SERVED, HAS BEEN PASSED BETWEEN
STAFF MEMBERS, AND/OR HAS RECEIVED MISLEADING INFORMATION. WHAT DO YOU DO?
Script: "Client", hello! My name Is ___ and I'm realizing you've been waiting longer than typical and there has
been a misunderstanding regarding who Is serving you today. I've got you and I'm here to help! Anything you
need, don't hesitate to ask! Let's go ahead and get you changed Into your gown In the treatment room and I will
conduct our consultation on the table with you today Instead of our consultation area since we are running
behind. I'm rearranging our schedule to give you an extra 15 minutes of massage at the end of your
Microchanneling session today and will give you my personal email address/phone number to make sure you
have access to me at all times after this service today. You matter very much to us at ____! 

Let me additionally give you an overview of what you can expect from us moving forward here at ____. You will
receive a confirmation email and text reminder of your appointment date and time. Please plan to arrive 10-15
minutes early for your appointment and we will ensure you have a beverage waiting for you! We will do a
complete 15 minute education session prior to your appointment so you can leave relaxed and happy at the end.
I will then email you a complete Care Plan at the end of the day with my recommendations. We will check In on
what may have occurred In our booking system and will ensure this will not happen again at your next visit!



&
HUMAN
RELATIONS

PERSONAL
TRAITS

ESTHETICS EXCELLENCE ATTITUDE
The specific and Identifiable emotion and/or reaction you experience and
project In dealing with the demands of life. Because your attitude Is
projected, It can have an effect on those around you. A negative attitude
can have a negative Impact on others; while a positive attitude can have
an uplifting effect on those around you!

HABITS
Defined as a routine of behavior that Is repeated regularly and
tends to occur unconsciously. Habits are learned and reinforced
through events In your environment, which strengthen them. Being
In the service Industry, focus on toning down annoying habits or
habits that others may find off putting. 

SELF-RESPECT
The pride In yourself and the assurance that you are behaving with
honor and dignity. People who build self respect feel better about
themselves, others and life In general; Seek out other positive
people; Resist negative Influences and steer clear of those who are
stuck In negativity; Expect, accept and embrace change; and make
the best of the positives In people and situations.



SELF CONFIDENCE IS THE BEST
OUTFIT. ROCK IT AND OWN IT.
POSITIVE SELF-ESTEEM IN ACTION

NEGATIVE SELF-ESTEEM IN ACTION

Shows resilience in the face of adversity
Smiles a lot
Has positive beliefs about family/society
Sets and accomplishes goals
Looks others In the eye and acts with confidence
Demonstrates optimism
Accepts risks, acts Immediately
Tests the truth and keeps commitments

This person: 

Fears adversity and authority figures
Smiles rarely
Holds limiting beliefs
Avoids setting goals
Avoids eye contact with others
Demonstrates pessimism
Bends the truth and doesn't keep commitments

This person:



Accurate Information Is needed regarding Ingredient and product application
Happy to spend If the sales, treatment or product represent value for money
Services should emphasize results

Likes to converse and will view appointments Indirectly as a social visit
Sales will be positive and client will trust your advice
Usually does not have a budget

Analytical Client: 

Conventional Client:



Seeks the most up-to-date treatment with the very latest product
No fixed budget
Use phrases such as "this product just arrived" without being misleading
Mention celebrities who have endorsed the product or treatment

Prefers evidence about the treatment/product effects
Clinical trials or before/after pictures help to provide evidence needed
Arrives at the spa or med spa with a fixed amount to spend
Prefers samples to try first with a follow-up consultation 

Authentic Client:

Tentative Client:



INCREASE
YOUR
AVERAGE
TICKET

RETAIL 
Put together a Client Care Plan and/or have pre-formatted Care
Plans ready to go after the treatment and pull products from the
shelves to display on the reception desk. Show the way the products
work by utilizing TESTERS on the back of the client's hand while
discussing the Care Plan.

UPSELLING
Be assertive with KINDNESS and education to achieve repeat
sales. Avoid showing aggression, but EDUCATE the client
based on the concerns they came In to see you about.

VALUE ADD-ON PACKAGES
Introduce a NEW service by combining treatments for a SWEET
DEAL promotion. Example: You are Introducing radiofrequency skin
tightening Into your treatments for the first time. Combine
radiofrequency skin tightening Into your Hydradermabrasion Facial
treatment for 10 minutes to showcase the effects and discuss results!


